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Dear Sir, 
 
VOHL and its members have been actively aware of the rise of Holiday Letting in Byron Shire 
since 2003. Since then it has been transformed by online platforms, of which the principal one is 
Airbnb. VOHL has participated in every Byron Shire Council workshop and discussion with the 
aim of achieving an appropriate form of regulation. VOHL has made submissions to State 
Government proposals and has reported to  Senate Committee Hearings. 
 
In 2003 Holiday Letting consisted mainly of families letting their house over main holiday periods 
for just a couple of weeks. These periods then changed to whole year letting. After this VOHL 
saw that these operators were buying up further properties with the sole intention of Holiday 
Letting. It is now not uncommon to see operators owning 5, 6, or more properties. Ownership has 
also significantly moved to absentee investors. 
 
Whole neighbourhoods in our Residential Zones are swamped by STRAs. Remaining residents 
are besieged in their homes by the STRA next door. Their peaceful enjoyment of their homes 
has been removed by constantly changing occupants in the STRA. Their lives are disrupted by 
multiple traffic movements, cars blocking driveways, large numbers of occupants with excessive 
noise, even before they start to party and become louder and louder for longer and longer. Sleep 
deprivation is common among our permanent residents. The health impacts are considerable. 
 
Existing laws do very little to ease the problems. The ‘Noisy Neighbour Hotline’ is ineffective and 
can only ever attend after the disruption has occurred. 
 
Byron Shire now has very close to THREE THOUSAND STRAs. This represents at least 18% of 
our housing stock. Nearly every Sydney Council area has no more than TWO Hundred. 
 
Permanent Rentals are rapidly disappearing in Byron Shire and the remaining ones are 
unaffordable for most people. Many residents have been forced out of town. This situation added 
to high property prices now excludes our workers in ALL the essential services from living close 
to their workplace. Police, Hospital staff, Teachers and more. 
 
With TWO Million visitors a year the Rate Base cannot support, maintain or invest in essential 
infrastructure. 
 
BYRON SHIRE IS STRUGGLING. 
 



 
VOHL welcomes this attempt by State Government to deal with the problem. 
However the process is flawed from the start. VOHL as a longstanding Community organisation 
is excluded from the Committee that is to develop THE Code of Conduct. In fact The Committee 
consists almost entirely of “industry’ representatives. 
 
Government Ministers, Members of Parliament and Planners are constantly lobbied by the likes 
of Airbnb, HomeStay etc. For one Airbnb keeps plugging the old line that their client operators 
are mainly Mums and Dads letting the odd room to help pay their bills. This is UNTRUE. 
Byron Shire is being suffocated by WHOLE HOUSE lettings with no owner or manager on site. 
 
 
BYRON SHIRE IS IMPACTED by SHORT TERM RENTAL ACCOMMODATION (Holiday Letting) 
TO A MASSIVE DEGREE. Far, far greater than any other Council Area in THE whole of 
Australia. Perhaps we are on a par with San Francisco or Barcelona? 
 
 
BYRON SHIRE MUST HAVE STRAs Restricted to 90 DAYS. This will enable ‘Mums and Dads’ 
to continue as normal. 
This will give permanent residents some respite and ease the shortage of Permanent Rental 
accommodation. 

PLEASE 90 DAYS 
 

Allow Byron Shire Council to Register ALL STRAs and charge a fee which will cover all 
administration costs, inspection costs and compliance costs. 
 
A ‘Host’ must be an Owner/Manager and be present in the STRA overnight and able to attend 
any incident within 30 minutes during the day. 
 
No more than 2 adults per bedroom and an appropriate cap on total number of occupants. 
 
All STRAs to be inspected by Council before Approval with regard to safety and to check on non 
compliant additions or alterations. 
 
The Byron Bay area is largely rated Category 1 for Bush Fire safety. STRA owners must check 
with Rural Fire Service before applying for DA. Where a property exceeds BAL29 bushfire risk, it 
is proposed that a development application would be required to undertake STRA. 
 
Flood prone land poses a safety threat to occupants of an STRA this must be considered before 
any Approval is given. 
 
May we have a clearer definition of ‘visitor and tourist accommodation’? Does this include 
STRAs? Are traditional accommodation providers within this definition? 
 

 

 

 

 


